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Abstract

Insert a one or two paragraph abstract of your article here:
This template is designed as an overview of the OSGeo Journal pro-

duction system. When you follow the methods laid out in this document,
it will be very easy for editors to prepare your article in a timely manner.

A second paragraph can go in your abstract but don’t make it more
than that please.
Also note that short paragraphs with first lines indented looks awfully bad
here. If you know the paragaphs will be maintained in the final version,
you can ”unindent” a paragraph like we did with this one, by using the
noindent command at the beginning of the paragraph.

Now the main text of the document goes in here, between the end of the
abstract and the final end for the document.

At this place please use sections to segment your writing. When sections
are defined they create a nice header, they automatically get added to a table
of contents for easy bookmarking and they help define the proper hierarchy for
the overall document structure.

Let’s create a new section below. Be sure to use Title Case.

1 This Is A New Section Heading

In this section you have your basic text, until you need a new section.

2 Onward To Our Next Section

Sections are hierarchical in nature and within each section you can have subsection
commands as well:

2.1 First example

Subsections within a section will be at the same level as each other. If you
want another level deeper you can go with subsubsection - yes, you read that
correctly.

2.1.1 Getting Deeper

But then at the next section the hierarchy begins again.
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3 Formatting

Nearing the end now... a few comments about formatting. For bold or emphasis
use the textbf command. For a monospaced, verbatim sort of styling use the
texttt command. We don’t use a lot more than that!

For quotes you can use the left quote (usually below the t̃ilde on US key-
boards anyway) for the left single quote ‘ and the apostrophe for the right single
quote’. For double quotes just repeat the symbol twice.

For more details on quotes and other basic formatting see: http://en.

wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/Formatting - this is also your example of how to
code a URL.

4 Footnotes

In the Journal we make liberal use of footnotes, especially since we use a two
column layout and there often isn’t enough space in a column for a URL or
long descriptive line. So wherever the text can be moved to a footnote, please
consider it, especially if it improves the flow and readibility of your article. For
footnotes use the footnote command followed by the details to show in the
footnote, for example in this footnote that refers to a URL.1

5 Bibliography

6 Figures

Figure 1: The image caption goes here

Now in your text you can refer back to this figure by using a mention of
Figure ?? here - which auto inserts your figure #. It won’t show up until you
build your document twice.

Note that the underscore is special character and as such requires a forward
slash
before it to allow it to build right in main text like this. Same with # and $
and more.

1Our website has a long URL: http://www.osgeo.org/ojs
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